Unit 22 Le passé et le présent (Then and now)

Language

Additional language for this unit

Core language

animé(e)

lively (m/f)

calme

calm

beau/belle

beautiful (m/f)

moderne

modern

vieux/vieille

old (m/f)

moche

ugly

le/un supermarché

the/a supermarket

la/une charcuterie

the/a delicatessen (meat)

la/une boulangerie

the/a bakery

la/une boucherie

the/a butcher’s

la/une pâtisserie

the/a cake shop

la/une poissonnerie

the/a fishmonger

l’/une épicerie

the/a grocer’s

Il y avait ...

There was ...

C’était ...

It was ...

aujourd’hui

today

soixante-et-onze,
soixante-douze,
soixante-treize, etc

71, 72, 73, etc

quatre-vingt-un,
quatre-vingt-deux,
quatre-vingt-trois, etc

81, 82, 83, etc

quatre-vingt-onze,
quatre-vingt-douze,
quatre-vingt-treize, etc

91, 92, 93, etc

mille

thousand

beaucoup de

a lot (of)

peu de

few

Additional language for teachers
Il n’y avait pas de ...

There wasn’t/weren‘t any ...

Il/elle est né(e) en

He/she was born in ...

Unit 22 Le passé et le présent (Then and now)

About the unit

In this unit children learn to describe places in a town and compare modern-day settlements with those in the late 1940s. They
revise and learn adjectives and new places in a town. They apply this knowledge to help them to understand texts about towns
in France. Children use a letter as a model to produce tourist guides for their own town.

Where the unit fits in

This unit provides the opportunity to apply some familiar language in new contexts. Children have already learnt that colours
come after nouns in descriptions (see Unit 4). They have learnt numbers up to 39 (see Unit 8) and in multiples of 10 up to 100
(see Unit 9). They have discussed the importance of intonation (see Unit 13). In Unit 15 they learnt some places in a town and
simple directions. Children met the imperfect tense in Unit 17 and looked at definite and indefinite articles in Unit 19.

Prior learning

It is helpful if children already know:
• the names of some places in
a town
• Il y a ...
• the definite and indefinite articles
(le/la and un/une)
• numbers (including multiples of
10 up to 100)
• some adjectives and word order
when describing a noun
• grand/grande
• petit/petite
• très and assez
• that the imperfect tense is used
to describe an action in the past,
sustained over a period of time.

New language

• Making statements (about places
in a town)
• Asking questions (about places in
a town)

• Giving a description (of a town)
• Saying the year (eg mille neuf cent
quarante huit)
• Antonyms
• Imperfect tense of avoir (avait)
and être (était)
• beaucoup de ...
• peu de ...

Resources

• Map symbols and images of places
in a town
• Sets of word cards and images of
places in a town
• Sets of digit cards or number fans
• Envelopes containing word cards
for numbers 71–80 or 91–100
• Pictures A and B showing six
places in a town, each with three
missing street numbers for an
information gap activity (Section 2)
• Two sets of word cards with
numbers that form a year

• Images of celebrities with their year
of birth underneath
• Timeline showing images of
people representing different
historical eras
• Flashcards with coloured shapes on
the back for a Pelmanism game
• Two pictures of your town – one
from the past and one in the
present
• Two pictures of a French town –
one from the past and one from
the present
• Copies of an email or letter
from a school in a French-speaking
country
• Multimedia presentation to
illustrate the meaning of beaucoup
de and peu de
• Presentation/publishing software

Links with other subjects

Primary framework for literacy: use a range of oral techniques to present engaging narratives; analyse and evaluate how
speakers present points effectively through use of language and gesture; identify the ways spoken language varies according
to differences in the context and purpose of its use (year 6)
History: describe and make links between the main events, situations and changes within and across the different periods and
societies studied

Expectations
At the end of this unit
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most children will:

understand the names of key places in a town; describe a present-day town and
compare it with the past; begin to understand how to say the year in French; begin
to use the third person singular of the verbs avoir and être in the imperfect tense

some children will not have made so
much progress and will:

with support, understand places in a town and some adjectives; remember some
of the key vocabulary and phrases with prompting; respond using single words and
short phrases; copy short phrases

some children will have progressed
further and will:

achieve extended descriptions in accurate French, showing some attention to tenses
and adjectival agreement; show creativity and imagination in using language in
new contexts
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Learning objectives

Possible teaching activities

Children should learn

Learning outcomes

Points to note

Children

Section 1. Places in a town centre
• to understand longer and more
complex phrases and sentences
(O6.3)
• to use knowledge of words, text and
structure to build simple spoken and
written passages (KAL)

• Display map symbols for familiar places in a town on the board, eg un café / un magasin /
un marché / une poste / une gare / une bibliothèque (a café / a shop / a market / a post
office / a station / a library). Next to each symbol write the first letter for each word, with
dashes for the missing letters. Invite children to take part in a memory challenge, where
everyone tries to remember three words silently, then compares with a partner. Each pair
then tries to recall five places. Feed back as a class.
• Practise intonation in questions and statements using the map symbols. Indicate a
symbol and ask C’est une gare? (Is it a train station?) An individual child responds with
Oui, c’est une gare (Yes, it’s a train station) or Non, c’est un/e ... (No, it’s a ...)
• Remind children of the difference in intonation between questions and statements (see
Unit 13, Section 1). Hold up a flashcard and say C’est une gare (?) If you have said it as a
question, then children answer it as above. If it’s a statement, then children remain silent.
Invite children to come to the front to lead the game.
• On different parts of the board, display images and words for some new places in a
town (see ‘Points to note’). Write a letter next to each image and a number next to each
word. In pairs, ask children to match images to words by noting corresponding numbers
and letters. Alternatively, give each pair of children a set of word cards and images to
match up.
• Extend language to say what places there are in your home town, eg A Durham il y a un/
une ... (In Durham there is a ...) In small groups, children play an adaptation of the game
My Grandmother Went to Market, where the first child says A Durham, il y a une église
(In Durham, there is a church). The second child repeats this and adds another place,
and so on. The aim is for children to make the longest chain sentences possible. Remind
them of the connective et.
• Show children four images of different places in a town. Model creating a sentence from
these images, eg A Durham, il y a un musée, un café, une église et une poissonnerie (In
Durham there is a museum, a café, a church and a fish shop). Show a new combination of
images and ask children to make a new sentence. If children used sets of images in the
fourth activity, they could use these to create combinations for their partner to list.
• Use some images from the previous activity but this time cross out, or put a cross next
to, the final one. Read out the matching sentence using a negative, eg A Durham, il y
a un musée, un café et une église mais il n’y a pas de poissonnerie (In Durham there is
a museum, a café and a church but there is no fish shop). Ask children what they notice
about the new sentence. Pick out the negative construction and practise it with a new
combination of places.
• Play the Tourist Game. Ask two children to leave the room. They will be the tourists.
The rest of the class (‘the locals’) decide on three places that they want to include in their
town. The tourists return to the room and ask the locals, for example, Il y a une gare?
The class chorus the response. The aim of the game is for the tourists to identify all three
places in the town.

• recognise key places in a town
• say the names of some places found
in a town
• ask questions about places in a town
• make statements about places in
a town
• use intonation to add interest to
their speech

• Use images of a town centre in your local area if possible. The vocabulary suggested
here is given as a guide and you can substitute or add words that are more appropriate
to your pictures.
• It is possible to display a picture as a background on an interactive whiteboard and
superimpose images onto the background.
• Follow-up: Throughout the week, say a place in the town and children point to the
appropriate picture.
• Follow-up: Throughout the week, play Faites ceci, faites cela (Do This, Do That), where
children mime an action if they hear a statement and do nothing if they hear a question,
eg Fermez les yeux! / Fermez les yeux? (Close your eyes! / Close your eyes?)
• Links with literacy work: The activities in this section link to work on listening to others
and asking relevant questions from year 2 onwards, and to identifying different question
types in year 5.

Continued over
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Learning objectives

Possible teaching activities

Children should learn

Learning outcomes

Points to note

Children

Section 2. That’s a date
• to match sound to sentences and
paragraphs (L6.3)
• to recognise patterns in the foreign
language (KAL)
• to practise new language with a
friend (LLS)

• Use digit cards or number fans to revise numbers up to 39 and multiples of 10 up to 100.
Play Bingo or Noughts and Crosses (see Unit 9, Section 3 for further ideas).
• Give pairs of children envelopes containing word cards for numbers from 71 to 80 or 91
to 100. Challenge children to place the word cards in order. Ask pairs of children to feed
back about how they achieved the task.
• Show children the calculation 60 + 15 = 75. Write this in French underneath, eg soixante
+ quinze = soixante-quinze. Show them another word calculation, eg soixante + dix-huit
= ?, and see if they can say and then write the answer. Repeat with a number of other
examples, including numbers from 91 to 100.
• Working in pairs, children complete an information gap activity where they work
together to find out missing street numbers (see ‘Points to note’).
• Discuss with children how French people say the year, eg 1948 (mille neuf cent quarantehuit). Use this as an opportunity to practise numbers again; for example, give children a
year, eg 1975, and they work out how to say it in French. Contrast with dates since 2000,
for which you use mille (thousand) instead of cent (hundred), eg 2007 (deux mille sept).
• Divide the class into two teams. Give each team the same set of word cards with
numbers that can form a year, eg mille, cent, multiples of 10 to 100 and numbers from
zero to 9. Distribute the cards so that each child has one. Call out a year, and children
race to order themselves to show that year, eg mille neuf cent soixante trois (1963).
• Play Secret Signaller to practise saying the years. Two children leave the room. Write a
selection of years on the board. Children need to agree on a secret signal. When the
two children re-enter the room, the class begin to chant the first year. At the signal,
the children switch to chanting the next year. Continue until the identity of the secret
signaller has been guessed.
• Challenge children to work out how to say the year in which they were born.
• Display images of famous people with the year of their birth underneath. Give children a
statement, eg X est né en 1942. Ask children to give you the name of the famous person.
Alternatively, give children the name of the famous person and they give you the year.
• Extension: Display a timeline on the board showing images of people representing
different historical eras, eg Tutankhamen, Julius Caesar, Anne Boleyn, Queen Victoria,
Winston Churchill. On a different part of the board, display a list of years (in random
order) corresponding to the different eras. Ask children to work in pairs to match the
person with the year.

• recall numbers to 39 and multiples of
10 up to 100
• use higher numbers confidently
• understand and say the year in French

• Information gap activity: Explain to children that they will be finding out from their
partners the missing street numbers of some places in a town. Both will have the same
picture showing six places in a town. (This could be done very simply using symbols.)
Child A’s picture has numbers on the doors of three of the buildings, while Child B’s
picture has numbers on the other three. Each child then takes it in turns to say, for
example, La boulangerie, c’est quel numéro? (What number is the bakery?) They listen
carefully to the response, record the number on the correct building and then compare
sheets at the end of the activity.
• Follow-up: Throughout the week, display the date (with the year) on the board for
children to see.
• Follow-up: Throughout the week, children respond with numbers when the register
is taken
• Follow-up: Throughout the week, revise numbers through a variety of games and
activities such as Bingo.

Continued over
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Learning objectives

Possible teaching activities

Children should learn

Learning outcomes

Points to note

Children

Section 3. Then and now
• to understand longer and more
complex phrases and sentences
(O6.3)
• to write sentences on a range of
topics using a model (L6.4)
• to compare attitudes towards aspects
of everyday life (IU6.1)
• to use language known in one
context or topic in another context or
topic (LLS)

• Play Pelmanism using flashcards. Display a 4x4 grid with cards showing different places
in a town (see Section 1). Each card should have a coloured shape on the reverse that is
one of a matching pair. Divide the class into two teams. Teams take it in turns to name
two places in a town. If, when the cards are turned over, they reveal a matching pair of
shapes, the team wins a point and the cards are removed.
• Show children two pictures of their town – one from the past with the heading
(for example) Manchester en 1948, and one in the present with the heading Manchester
aujourd’hui (Manchester today). Revise Il y a ... statements from Section 1 using
flashcards for support where necessary and indicating the picture from the present day.
Model a similar statement, again using flashcards for support, but this time replacing
Il y a with Il y avait and pointing to the picture in the past. Ask children what they’ve
noticed about the two statements.
• Teach children that the past tense of Il y a (There is/are) is Il y avait (There was/were) and
write these on the board. (See ‘Points to note’ for further explanation of the imperfect
tense.) Children stand up. Make some statements about places in a town in the past and
present, eg Il y a un supermarché / Il y avait une boulangerie (There is a supermarket /
There was a bakery). Children step forward when they hear a present tense statement
and step back when they hear a past tense statement. Practise this a few times before
letting confident children lead the game.
• Discuss with children in English how they think their town might have changed in the
last 10 years. Are there any shops they remember that are no longer there? What about
houses? Why do they think towns change? Do they think it is good that towns change
in this way?
• Build up longer statements comparing past and present, using connectives. Show
children two sentences, eg En 1948, il y avait une épicerie. Aujourd’hui, il y a un
supermarché. (In 1948 there was a grocer’s. Today there is a supermarket.) Discuss how
these could be linked with a connective, eg mais. Children then work in pairs to make up
more sentences using this model and record them on mini-whiteboards. Provide children
with a word bank or writing frame for support. If resources are available, they could
compare town plans from the past and present and describe the changes in French.
• Pairs feed back to the class. One child says the first half of the sentence and the other
continues with mais aujourd’hui ... (but today ...)

• understand and write compound
statements about a town
• understand and use the third person
singular of avoir in the past and
present tenses

• The Pelmanism game works equally well on an interactive whiteboard.
• Grammar point: The imperfect tense is often used to describe an action that continued
over a sustained period of time. The phrase Il y a (There is/are), when used in the
imperfect tense, becomes Il y avait (There was/were).
• Follow-up: A digital content provider might offer access to historical news archives,
which would allow children to see how towns have changed since the 1940s and make
comparisons, in French, between buildings then and now.
• Follow-up: Throughout the week, play Il y a, Il y avait (There is/are, There was/were).
You say Il y a un supermarché (There is a supermarket). The class change this into
the past tense and chorus Il y avait un supermarché mais aujourd’hui ... (There was a
supermarket but today ...) The first child makes up an ending to the sentence, eg Il y a
une boulangerie, which forms the start of the next sentence for the class. This game can
be played in groups with any familiar vocabulary.
• Follow-up: Contact a local newspaper, which will have archives of photographs from
the last century. They may be interested that children are researching the local area in
a foreign language and may release some images for children to use in presentations.

Continued over
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Learning objectives

Possible teaching activities

Children should learn

Learning outcomes

Points to note

Children

Section 4. Find the difference
• to read and understand the main
points and some detail from a short
written passage (L6.1)
• to write sentences on a range of
topics using a model (L6.4)
• to use knowledge of word order and
sentence construction to support the
understanding of a written text (KAL)
• to use context and previous
knowledge to help understanding
and reading skills (LLS)
• to discuss language learning
and reflect and share ideas and
experiences (LLS)

• Have flashcards for places in a town in a pile in front of you or on your lap. You choose to
say either aujourd’hui or en 1948 and quickly ‘flash’ a card at children. They respond with
either Il y a + place or Il y avait + place, as appropriate.
• Children take part in a language detectives activity. They are given a copy of an email
or letter from a school in a French-speaking country (this can be real or invented – see
‘Points to note’). They work together to make sense of the text by highlighting words
and phrases they know or can guess, and reading aloud where possible. Children can
share their ideas with another pair.
• Display the email or letter on the board and invite children to offer their ideas. Talk about
strategies that children used to help them understand the text. Which words/phrases did
they find particularly easy/difficult to understand and why? Draw particular attention to
the use of Il y a / Il y avait.
• Invite children to come to the board and highlight the adjectives in a different colour,
eg grande/animée/calme/petite/belle/moderne/vieille/moche. Ask children what they
notice about the adjectives. Draw attention to the fact that all of them end in e. Ask
children why this might be. Display one of the sentences from the text, eg La ville est
animée. Then write the sentence Le parc est animé below. What do children notice
about how the adjectives are a) written and b) pronounced? Now show them how the
other adjectives work, highlighting the fact that calme, moderne and moche remain
the same, while vieille has a completely different masculine form (vieux), as does belle
(beau). You may wish to draw on children’s previous knowledge of colour adjectives at
this point (see Unit 4).
• In pairs, children choose at least four adjectives, a masculine place and a feminine place.
They write pairs of sentences using the adjectives and places in a town, eg Le musée est
beau / L’église est belle. Some children will be able to use a range of different places in a
town, while others will find it easier to use the same two throughout. Ask children to read
their sentences to themselves or to a partner.
• Decide on an action for each adjective. Play Antonyms, where whichever adjective you
mime and say, children must mime and say the opposite. A confident child could then
lead this activity, or you may want children to play this in pairs.
• Play Splat! with antonyms. Children stand up. Call out an adjective and children put
their hand up if they know an adjective that’s the opposite. You ask the first person with
their hand up to say the word they were thinking of. If they are right, they get to ‘splat’
somebody else in the class, who has to sit down. Continue until only one child is left
standing. If no one standing knows the answer, children who are ‘out’ (ie sitting down)
can get back into the game by giving the correct response. This can also be played in
smaller groups.

• use language learning strategies
and knowledge about language to
understand a written text
• recognise and practise masculine and
feminine agreements of adjectives

• If you have a link with a French-speaking school, ask them to write you an email or letter
along the following lines (or alternatively make up your own):
Salut! On vous présente notre ville. Aujourd’hui, ... est une ville très grande et animée.
Il y a beaucoup de gens, de voitures et de magasins. L’église est très belle. Il y a des
cafés, des restaurants et trois supermarchés. Il y a aussi un nouveau stade et beaucoup
de maisons et appartements modernes. Le stade est très moche. Notre école (qui est
assez vieille) est au centre ville, à côté du parc.
(Hi! Let us present our town to you. Today, ... is a very large and busy town. There are
many people, cars and shops. The church is very beautiful. There are cafés, restaurants
and three supermarkets. There is also a new stadium and many modern houses and
flats. The stadium is very ugly. Our school (which is quite old) is in the town centre, next
to the park.)
C’était très différent en 1948. La ville était plus petite. Il y avait peu de voitures donc le
centre-ville était plus calme. Il y avait beaucoup de petits magasins – une chocolaterie,
une fromagerie, et cinq boulangeries! Il n’y avait pas de restaurant mais il y avait deux
cafés. En 1948, notre école était assez moderne!
(It was very different in 1948. The town was smaller. There were few cars and so the town
centre was calmer. There were many small shops – a chocolate shop, a cheese shop, and
five bakeries! There was no restaurant but there were two cafés. In 1948, our school was
quite modern!)
• Grammar point: Children learnt in Unit 4 that colours come after nouns in descriptions.
Grand and petit are adjectives that come before the noun.
• Grammar point: The definite articles in French are le/la/les. The indefinite articles are
un/une/des.
• Follow-up: Throughout the week, play Antonyms as a class or in pairs.
• Follow-up: Once children have seen the written words, draw attention to the spelling of
moche. Ask them how the sound sh is normally represented in French and ask them why
they think it is different in this example. Talk about borrowings, and compare with words
like ‘chef’ in English.
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Learning objectives

Possible teaching activities

Children should learn

Learning outcomes

Points to note

Children

Section 5. Compare and contrast
• to understand the main points and
simple opinions in a spoken story,
song or passage (O6.1)
• to read and understand the main
points and some detail from a short
written passage (L6.1)
• to listen for clues to meaning, eg key
words (LLS)

• Play Duel. Divide the class into two teams. Choose a child from each team to take part in
the first ‘duel’. They stand back to back. Call out a word. If it is not an adjective, the two
children take a step forward. When you call out an adjective, children must quickly turn
to face each other and say the antonym. The first child to say the correct antonym wins a
point for their team. Choose two more children to continue the game. This works well if
the words you call out begin with the same letter as the adjective you are going to call,
eg musée, magasin, mauvais, moche!
• Read the letter/email from the previous section again. Highlight the use of est and était.
Show children two pictures of a French town – one from the past with a heading (for
example) Paris en 1948, and one in the present with the heading Paris aujourd’hui. Say
a sentence, pointing to the picture from the present day, eg Aujourd’hui, Paris est animé
(Today, Paris is busy). Then make a similar statement pointing to the picture from the
past, eg En 1948, Paris était animé (In 1948, Paris was busy). Ask children what they’ve
noticed about the two statements.
• Teach children that the past tense of est (is) is était (was) and that these verbs are used
to form C’est (It is) and C’était (It was). (See ‘Points to note’ for further explanation of the
imperfect tense of être.) Write all four words/phrases on the board. Children stand up.
Make statements about places in a town in the past and present, eg Le supermarché
est moderne / La maison était vieille (The supermarket is modern / The house was old).
Children step forward when they hear a present tense statement and step back when
they hear a past tense statement. Practise this a few times before letting confident
children lead the game.
• Referring back to the text, draw children’s attention to beaucoup de and peu de.
Using a multimedia presentation or the interactive whiteboard, show children a series
of images, using familiar vocabulary to illustrate the meaning of beaucoup de and peu
de. For example, Slide 1 – Il y a beaucoup de bananes, shows lots of bananas. Slide 2 –
Il y a peu de bananes, shows few bananas and a very contented monkey. Create other
pairs of slides to illustrate and encourage children to join in with the corresponding
sentences. Children may then enjoy creating and illustrating pairs of sentences in the
same way.
• Give a short oral presentation on Paris (or a French-speaking town of your choice),
using visuals where possible (see ‘Points to note’). Ask children to make notes on miniwhiteboards, in English or in French. They compare their notes with a partner before
feeding back to the class.
• Give children two texts describing two contrasting French towns in the past and present
(see ‘Points to note’). Children read the texts and list the buildings in columns labelled
‘En 1900’ and ‘Aujourd’hui’. Some children may do this independently, while others may
need the support of a partner.
• Extension: Children highlight the adjectives in the texts.
• Feed back and create a class list of buildings in the two French towns, then and now.
• Play Le Pendu (Hangman) with the names of places in a town.

• recognise and understand the third
person singular of the verb être in the
past tense
• understand and use beaucoup de and
peu de in sentences
• pick out the main points from spoken
and written texts about a town

• Grammar point: When describing something in the past, the imperfect tense is often
used. In this unit only the structure C’était (It was) is used. However, teachers wishing to
extend their knowledge further can use the following table.
j’
tu
il/elle/c’
nous
vous
Ils/elles

étais
étais
était
étions
étiez
étaient

• Example of a presentation about Paris:
Bienvenue à Paris. Paris est une grande ville très animée. C’est la capitale de la France.
Il y a beaucoup de monuments historiques comme la Tour Eiffel, l’Arc de Triomphe, et
le Louvre. Il y a aussi beaucoup de belles et vieilles églises et cathédrales, comme Notre
Dame et le Sacré Cœur. Le fleuve qui traverse la ville s’appelle la Seine.
(Welcome to Paris. Paris is a very busy city. It is the capital of France. There are many
historical monuments such as the Eiffel Tower, the Arc de Triomphe and the Louvre. There
are also many beautiful old churches and cathedrals, such as Notre Dame and Sacré
Cœur. The river that flows through Paris is called the Seine.)
• Examples of texts describing two contrasting French towns in the past and now:
En 1900, il y avait peu de voitures, mais beaucoup de gens. Il y avait aussi beaucoup de
jardins publiques et un hôtel de ville. Aujourd’hui, Paris est très moderne. Il y a beaucoup
de cinémas et beaucoup d’hôtels. Il y a aussi beaucoup de grands magasins.
(In 1900, there were few cars but many people. There were also many public gardens
and a town hall. Today, Paris is very modern. There are many cinemas and many hotels.
There are also many department stores.)
Example of a presentation about Lille:
En 1900, Lille était moche. Il y avait beaucoup d’industrie et les maisons étaient noires
et petites. Au centre-ville, il y avait une boucherie et une boulangerie mais il n’y avait
pas de cinéma. Aujourd’hui, Lille est très animé. Il y a beaucoup de maisons modernes,
un grand supermarché et deux cinémas. Il y a aussi beaucoup de cafés et de restaurants.
Il y a peu d’industrie.
(In 1900, Lille was ugly. There was much industry and the houses were small and black.
In the town centre, there was a butcher’s and a bakery but there was no cinema. Today,
Lille is very busy. There are many modern houses, a large supermarket and two cinemas.
There are also many cafés and restaurants. There is little industry.)
• Follow-up: Throughout the week, play Le Pendu (Hangman) with the names of places
in a town.
• Follow-up: Children create and illustrate pairs of sentences demonstrating beaucoup de
and peu de for a display.
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Learning objectives

Possible teaching activities

Children should learn

Learning outcomes

Points to note

Children

Section 6. A guide for tourists
• to perform to an audience (O6.2)
• to use spoken language confidently to
initiate and sustain conversations and
to tell stories (O6.4)
• to write sentences on a range of
topics using a model (L6.4)
• to present information on an aspect of
culture (IU6.3)
• to use knowledge of word and text
conventions to build sentences and
short texts (KAL)
• to plan and prepare – analyse what
needs to be done in order to carry out
a task (LLS)

• Explain to children that they are going to respond to the letter/email from the French
school (see Section 4) by producing a tourist information leaflet about their home town.
• Use a plan–do–review strategy to model writing the draft text for the leaflet and show
how you would use a word bank or dictionary. Verbalise your thought processes aloud as
you plan, write and edit sentences on the board, eg ‘I want to show what the town is like
now, so I’m going to use Il y a and est/c’est, but on the back I’m going to talk about what
the town used to be like, so I’ll use Il y avait and était/c’était.’ You may want to use the
letter from Section 4 as a model. It may also provide the basis for a simple writing frame
to support less confident children.
• Children write drafts for their leaflets and swap with a partner to check each other’s work.
They then use the draft to create a leaflet with illustrations, which can be done by hand
or with publishing software.

• work in a group to organise and
create a leaflet about their town in
the past
• consolidate new and known language
• construct a short presentation that
contains descriptions

• Follow-up: Throughout the week, children work to finish their leaflets.
• Links with literacy work: This links to literacy work on writing information texts and
selecting the appropriate style to suit a specific purpose and audience (year 6).
• Grammar point: Although the uses of Il y avait and C’était have been modelled and
practised, it will be helpful to remind children that Il y a and Il y avait are fixed phrases
meaning ‘There is/are’ and ‘There was/were’. C’est/C’était are used to make a general
statement about something, eg C’est super! / C’était horrible!

Continued over

Unit 22 Le passé et le présent (Then and now)

Learning objectives

Possible teaching activities

Children should learn

Learning outcomes

Points to note

Children

End-of-unit activity
• to apply the knowledge, skills and
understanding in this unit

• Give children the opportunity to present their leaflets to one another in groups or pairs
and to evaluate each other’s work using ‘two stars and a wish’. Children could share their
evaluations with the class and the leaflets could be used to create a class display or sent
to a partner school.

• listen attentively to a spoken passage
• make a short presentation, either
from memory or by reading aloud
from the text

• Children’s presentations can be filmed (and subsequently stored in children’s personal
space on a learning platform) as evidence of achievement in speaking and reading.
• Follow-up: Repeat the presentations for parents or governors and invite teachers from
linked secondary schools.
• Link with literacy work: This activity links to work on analysing and evaluating how
speakers present points effectively through the use of language (year 6).

